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WILEY X SCOOPS FOURTH 
EFTTEX AWARD IN A ROW

Eyewear manufacturer Wiley X is celebrating 
winning its fourth EFTTEX Best New Product 
Awards in a row – the first time any brand 
has done this.

The form won Best New Sunglass Product once again – 
this time in a digital online showcase event (as the in-
person EFTTEX 2022 show had been cancelled) for its WX 
Ozone with CAPTIVATE™ technology.

Wiley X EMEA president Jan Mikkelsen said: “We are so 
honoured by this award – for the fourth time in a row, it’s 
terrific! It’s the first win with our CAPTIVATE technology 
and it’s nice to see that the independent judges are just as 
excited by the technology as we are.”

The WX Ozone features CAPTIVATE polarised blue mirror 
lenses and the company’s new CLICK A.I.R gasket for 
easy, one-click ventilation to avoid fogging – a perfect 
combination of durability and technology.
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Jan added: “We are known for the extraordinary quality of 
our polarised lenses as well as an uncompromising, high 
level of protection and we are happy to have been given 
this acknowledgement for our amazing lens technology.”

Its CAPTIVATE technology, which ensures contrast and 
colour enhancement, was launched in 2020 and has since 
been a great success. Together with their polarised filter, 
which removes glare from reflective surfaces, the lenses 
are said to deliver the best possible optical conditions for 
anglers, who now can see the fish clearly in the water.

Jan elaborated: “We try to constantly develop our 
materials, technology, and designs. That is why, we are 
so grateful for this recognition – It really demonstrates 
that our hard efforts are worthwhile.”

It’s one thing to win but it’s something entirely different 
for a company to win four times in a row. It is a true 
achievement and it really underlines Wiley X’s strong 
reputation, as one of the leading manufacturers of 
polarised, protective eyewear worldwide.

https://www.tackletradeworld.com/wiley-x-scoops-fourth-efttex-award-row
http://wileyx.com
https://www.tackletradeworld.com/writer/191476
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Equipped with our removable CLICK A.I.R (Air Intake Regulator) 
ventilation system, the edgy WX Ozone offers both exceptional 
protection from the elements and increased airflow to  
eliminate fogging. 

https://www.wileyx.com/wx-ozone

WX OZONE   CLIMATE CONTROL

CCOZN03
F:  MATTE BLACK
L:  CLEAR

CCOZN09
F:  MATTE GREY
L:  CAPTIVATE POLARIZED  

BLUE MIRROR (GREY BASE)

     

CCOZN06
F:  MATTE CHARCOAL TO  

GREY FADE
L:  SILVER FLASH (GREY BASE)

CCOZN08
F:    MATTE BLACK 
L:  CAPTIVATE POLARIZED GREY

    BLACK OPS

FIT
MEDIUM/LARGE

FEATURES
RX Ready

ANSI Z87.1+ Impact Protection/Optical 
Standards

8-Base Lenses, High-wrap Frames

UVA/UVB Light Blocking 

Shatterproof SeleniteTM Lenses 

Super-Tough Triloid Nylon Frame

CLICK A.I.R. Gaskets (CCOZNCAG)

Dual-Injection Rubber Temples 

Dual-Injection Rubber Nose Pads 

Anti-Fog (non-polarized lenses only)

ALSO INCLUDES
Leash Cord with Rubber Grips (A492) 

Button Temple Tip Strap (A493) 

Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300) 

Cleaning Cloth with Wiley X Logo (A427) or 
CAPTIVATE™ Microfiber Bag (DN550)
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https://www.wileyx.com/wx-ozone-matte-grey-frame-with-captivatetm-polarized-blue-lenses
http://wileyx.com

